stone selection process: step 1
[pinpoint desired characteristics]

**DURA-lite™ Glass-Backed Natural Stone**

Application: ________________________________

Estimated panel size(s): ____________________________

Estimated overall square footage: ____________________

**COLORATION**

Describe the colors, shades, and ranges desired for your surface (example: dominant color is milky white, highlights of gold, avoid green).

Veining and movement images are shown for GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS ONLY.

These images are used to gauge design intent. Stone is custom sourced per project and slab(s) are evaluated via full scale photographs for final selection.

**MATERIAL**

Veining and movement images are shown for GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS ONLY.

These images are used to gauge design intent. Stone is custom sourced per project and slab(s) are evaluated via full scale photographs for final selection.

**VEINING + MOVEMENT**

Section  Linear  Brush  Clean  Dense

Cloud  Swept  Agglo  Grain  Other

**CONTRAST**

None  Low  Medium  High